We propose an all-Si photonic topological insulator (PTI) that emulates the quantum-valley-Hall (QVH) effect with backscattering-free edge states. Such QVH-PTI has exotic external coupling property to vacuum and can be utilized for designing random resonant time-delay cavities immune to reflections.
Introduction
In recent years, the concept of topological insulator has been brought from the condensed matter physics and seen to have potential paradigm-shift applications in photonics for its ability of guiding light around sharply bent path without reflections.
To date, most of the wavelength and sub-wavelength scale photonic topological insulator (PTI) concepts utilized metals. For example, metallic metamaterials comprised of split-ring resonators and meta-waveguides comprised of an array of metal rods attached to one of the two confining metal plates have been used to emulate the binary spin degrees of freedom (DOF) by ensuring that the two polarization states of light, the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes, propagate with the same speed. This, property, known as spin-degeneracy is challenging to achieve without using metals. Avoiding metals is crucial if the spectral range of sub-wavelength PTI is going to be extended beyond the THz/mid-infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
In this study, we demonstrate that an all-dielectric PTI can be developed by relying on another binary DOF rather than the spin, i.e. the valley DOF from a rising field of valleytronics. Specifically, we show that the quantumvalley Hall (QVH) effect can be emulated in an all-Si hexagonal photonic crystal with broken inversion symmetry (shown is Fig.1 ). Since the valley DOF naturally exists in a graphene-like photonic structure, only one polarization (TE is used) of the modes is required to construct it. This greatly reduced the designing constraint caused by the requirement of spin-degeneracy, and a simple all-dielectric design is possible.
We also demonstrate that an interface between two such QVH-PTIs supports highly-confined topologicallyprotected edge waves (TPEWs). Topological protection against backscattering enables near-perfect external coupling efficiency of TPEWs to vacuum, and it can be used to confine light waves circulating inside a quasirandom cavity acting as robust reflection-free optical delay lines.
Design of a valley Hall all-dielectric photonic topological insulator
As shown in the inset of Fig.1(a) , the dielectric Si triangular rod (extended in z-direction) in the unitcell of hexagonal lattice breaks the in-plane inversion symmetry in the same way that replacing carbon atoms of graphene on A and B sites with two different atoms breaks the inversion symmetry. As a consequence, the Dirac degeneracy at ) point is lifted, the topological bandgap is opened as shown in Fig.1(a) , and a QVH-PTI is formed.
The topological nature of QVH-PTIs can be described by calculating the valley-Chern index [1, 2] with its value being only two discrete numbers: % " with " being the degree of the symmetry breaking and its sign determined by the orientation of the triangular rod. Continuously rotating the triangular rod [starting from the one in Fig.1(a) ] to right, the bandgap will undergo a complete close by and then a reopen to its maximum by . By that time, " flips sign and the eigenfrequencies of left-circularly-polarized (LCP) and right-circularly-polarized (RCP) modes interchanged at ) point.
Following the lesson from bulk-boundary correspondence [3] , a guiding interface between two QVH-PTIs with opposite sign of the valley-Chern index will support edge states. These edge states having their propagation locked to the valley DOF (e.g. solid lines in Fig.1(e) indicate that a mode with positive group velocity exist only in K valley and vice versa) cannot backscatter because the inter-valley scattering is prohibited by the no-valley mixing symmetry [4]. 
Applications: efficient external coupling to vacuum & robust delay lines based on random cavities
As demonstrated in Fig.2(a) , the no-valley mixing symmetry of the zigzag termination (can be seen as a huge defect) ensures the lack of reflection. On the contrary, large reflection happens when the termination, e.g. of the armchair, is lack of the necessary symmetry as shown in Fig.2(b) . With this efficient external coupling to vacuum at zigzag termination, the excitation of TPEWs can be more effective when focusing a laser source in the sample. Fig.3(b) illustrates the scheme of a random QVH-PTI cavity [created by rotating randomly numbers of rods to the opposite topological phase as shown in Fig.3(a) ] that acts as a whispering-gallery-type resonators utilized to achieve optical delay. The performance [ Fig.3(c) ] of such delay line is shown to be excellent for over transmission across topological bandgap frequency range and large effective optical delay (effective optical length:
& ) with relatively small cavity size ( $ ) at the cavity resonance frequency, where is the lattice constant. 
